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cross-feeding in bacteria 
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Alves Menegon, Yasmine 
Adaptive evolution of yeast tolerance to lignocellulosic hydrolysates  42 

Ameline, Camille 
Influence of the adaptive immune system on the evolution of gut 
microbiota 
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Barreto, Joneclei Alves 
Evolution of Escherichia coli strains DH5α and E2348/69 in minimal 
medium using sucrose as the sole carbon source 
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Bassler, Stefan 
Genomic landscape of resistance evolution  45 

Bendixsen, Devin Presenter: Stelkens, Rike 
Genomic (in)stability of interspecific Saccharomyces hybrids  46 

Cadež, Neža 
Loss-of-heterozygosity and gene copy-number variations in 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain adapted to buckwheat wort 

 47 

Chen, John 
Mutational scanning to probe trends and incompatibilities of 
metallo-β-lactamases 

 48 

Ciliberto, Andrea 
Evolutionary dynamics upon microtubules hyper- and 
de-stabilization: different strategies with similar outcomes 

 49 

Cool, Lloyd 
The benefit of being slow – a long lag phase yields a fitness 
advantage in constant environments 

 50 
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Cuamatzi Flores, Jorge Luis 
Recurrent catalase duplications increase oxidative stress resistance 
in Ustilago maydis 

 51 

Damaris, Bamu 
A Microbial Genotype-to-phenotype map for transcriptional 
regulation 

 52 

de Bem, Lucas 
ReMaSSing diploid: a protocol based on mass selection and 
backcrossing for quantitative trait loci mapping of diploid 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

 53 

Dutta, Abhishek 
The dynamics of loss of heterozygosity spectra in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae 

 54 

Erdogan, Ayse 
Neutral drift and threshold selection promotes phenotypic variation 
in an evolving protein population 

 55 

Fink, Justus 
Microbial population dynamics decouple nutrient affinity from 
environmental concentration 

 56 

Fink, Theresa 
Quantifying fitness effects and epistatic interactions of spontaneous 
antibiotic resistance mutations 

 57 

Frickel, Jens Presenter: Tawfeeq, Mohammed 
Characterization of mutational robustness in yeast  58 

Hartl, Johannes 
Genome-wide identification of natural variants that alter protein 
levels and drive complex traits 

 59 

Hays, Michelle 
Killer yeast: adaptive evolution in a four-party genetic conflict  60 

Heineike, Benjamin 
Signatures of metabolic heterogeneity in exponentially growing yeast  61 
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Heistinger, Lina 
Mating partner selection and species separation in budding yeast  62 

Helsen, Jana 
Chromosome fusions lead to cell division defects that can be 
repaired through evolution 

 63 

Hülsmann, Matthias 
An efficient collective – From individual proteome efficiency to 
collective community metabolism 

 64 

Ingelman, Henri 
Autotrophic adaptive laboratory evolution of the acetogen 
Clostridium autoethanogenum delivers a gas-fermenting strain with 
superior growth, products, and robustness 

 65 

Jacobus, Ana Paula Presenter: Gross, Jeferson 
Yeast adaptive evolution towards the cellulosic ethanol  66 

Jakobson, Chris 
Molecular basis of the epigenetic influence of Hsp90 on natural 
genetic variation 

 67 

Jayaraman, Vijay 
A complex regulatory paradigm controls the community structure 
and morphology in a bacterial biofilm 

 68 

Kahl, Lisa Juliane 
Bacterial-fungal co-infections and their role in the evolution of 
antimicrobial resistance 
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Klumpe, Heidi 
Design principles of robust cellular aggregation  70 
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The interplay between viral elements in the yeast of the 
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Kovuri, Purnima 
Do ribosomal protein gene polymorphisms drive adaptation?  72 
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Lambert, Camille 
Sequence space exploration of self-reproducing RNAs  73 

Li, Jing Presenter: Liti, Gianni 
Population bottlenecks under drug selection reveal global footprints 
of genome instability 

 74 

Macaluso, Francesca 
Laboratory evolution experiments uncover the emergence of 
resistance upon microtubule hyper-stabilization 

 75 

McNeilly, Oliver 
Understanding the physiological and defence mechanisms of silver 
nanoparticle resistance in the bacterial pathogen acinetobacter 
baumannii 

 76 

Mihajlovic, Ljiljana 
Gene duplication provides mutational robustness and accelerates 
evolution 

 77 

Morales, Lucia 
Population structure of S. cerevisiae from agave fermentations in 
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A genomic introgression drives sexual selection in yeast  79 

Muhsal, Linea Katharina 
The emergence of a life cycle promotes the evolution of mutualistic 
cooperation by multilevel selection 
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Mulkern, Adam 
Study of the impact of genetic background on the evolution of 
antimicrobial resistance in E. coli through high-throughput laboratory 
evolution 
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Nielsen, Lasse 
Diversity and evolution of biosynthetic gene clusters  82 
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Fitness advantage of phenotypic heterogeneity in starving 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae populations 

 83 
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Contribution of mitochondrial metabolism to stress resilience 
phenotype induced by purine starvation in budding yeast 
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Palkova, Zdena 
Whi2p-Psr1p/Psr2p complex in the evolution of spatially structured 
yeast populations 

 85 

Pavlinova, Polina 
Effect of folding on RNA variation by recombinase ribozyme  86 

Plocek, Vitezslav 
A new perspective of the mitochondrial retrograde pathway: How it 
regulates development of colonies of laboratory strain BY4742 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

 87 

Pontes, Ana 
The deep, pre-domestication, ecological roots of the GAL alternative 
pathway of Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

 88 

Rai, Manish Presenter: Chakraborty, Kausik 
Adaptive thermotolerance in Escherichia Coli converges on 
metabolic changes that improve proteostasis 

 89 

Ruiz, Javier 
Importance of the ecological context in the function of wine yeast 
communities 

 90 

Sarkadi, Zsuzsa 
Yeast mating behavior evolves through compensation of harmful 
mutations 

 91 

Sobisch, Lydia-Yasmin 
Biocide resistance evolution in sulfate-reducing bacteria mediating 
microbially influenced corrosion 

 92 

Sonal, - 
What makes a gene essential?  93 

Tarkington, Jason 
Characterizing Pareto fronts: Trade-offs in the yeast growth cycle 
constrain adaptation 

 94 
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Tassios, Aimilios 
Investigating de novo gene emergence across the entire budding 
yeast subphylum 

 95 

Tattini, Lorenzo 
Pangenome variation graphs: improving yeast genomics with 
graph-based tools 

 96 

Tellini, Nicolò 
Shared polymorphisms across species accumulated across broad 
evolutionary timescales 

 97 

Trébulle, Pauline 
Yeast proteomic response to amino acid supplementation and media 
composition 

 98 

Tsai, Hung-Ji Presenter: Forche, Anja 
Dual RNAseq reveals aneuploidy-specific fungal-host interactions 
during oral infection 

 99 

Vachova, Libuse 
Specific metabolism enables the proliferation of cheaters within yeast 
communities. 

100 

Van den Bergh, Bram 
Uncharted roads, uncertain journeys and outcomes? A persistence 
evolution story 
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Villarreal, Pablo 
Domestication signatures and recent migration events in the 
non-conventional yeast Lachancea cidri 

102
 

You, Shu-Ting 
Mapping genotypes of cooperation 103

 
Zavaleta, Vasni 
Generation of Saccharomyces eubayanus x Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae polyploid hybrids considering the large genetic diversity 
from both species 
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Multiple molecular events determine stochastic cell-fate switching in 
a eukaryotic system 

105 

Zorrilla, Francisco 
Metagenomics-driven metabolic modeling for microbial ecology 106
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